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Shell Arch Roof Model under Si~ulated Dead Load and
Ha1.f Side Li ve I,oad
by
Bruno ThUr1imann and Bruce Go Johnston
Summar::,:
The analysis of a shell arch roof model (Fig. 1) under
two cases of vertical loads simulating (1) dead load and
(2) uniformly distributed live load (e.g. snow) over the
half span (Fig. 2), is developed. The analytical results
are compared with experimental results obtained from tests
performed on an actual model.
Introduction
.
Uniform load over the whole and over the half span are
the two ~ost L~portant load cases for the present type of a
structure. The half span load very nearly gives the maximum
extreme fi"ber stress due to bending.
"'
The actual loading of the model (Fig. 2) is not a un!'"
formly d:i.strlbuted one as assumed in the analysis. This does
not influence the stress distribution in the ribs to a great
extent. However, local differences between the experimental
and an.alytical shell forces, especially, the bending momer·:t.~"
must be expected.· The problem of' the ribs is therefore treated
in a more complete way. For the shell forces an approximate
procedure is used, similar to the one in Progress Report 213C.
The problem of the edge"'msmber distnrbance is not taken up
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because a separation of the different influences for the
present type of a model is too involved.
Part I: Theoretical Analysis
Problem:
The structure, as shown in Fig. 1, is highly statioally
indeterminate. A first step to a solution is the analysis
~
of the shell as a continuous member over two spans,
supported by three diaphragms (Fig. 3). The boundary forces
(shear forces S) and the deformations along the boundaries
(strains c~in circumferential direction) give the loading
conditions for the ribs. The condition of continuity between
ribs and shell are fUlfilled, if the effective cross-section*
of the ribs is taken (See Ref. (1)+ p. 28 and Ref. (2)+ po 3).
The following problems have to be studied:
1. Membrane solution of a cylindrical shell, continuous
over two spans.
2. Ribs (effective section~) under the action of shear
force S.
3. Ribs (effective section under the action of a
string force Y, eliminating the relative difference
~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - -
* By "effective section" of the rib, the cross section consisting
of the rib and a flange of width equat to the effective width is
meant. On the following pages the term is used with this meaning.
+ (1), (2) See list of references at end of report.
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in strainc~between rib and shell due to the membrane
solution.
The dead load presents a symmetrical case of loading.
The ribs are twice statically indeterminate (Fig. 4).
Live load over the half span can be found by super-
position of a symmetrical and an anti-symmetrical load case
(Fig. 4). Th~ advantage of this solution is the splitting
of the three redundant forces of the rib in two independent
groups of two and one redundant.
1.) Membrane solution for a cylindrical shell continuous
over two spans:
Dischinger, Ref. (4) p. 227, treats the problem of the
continuous stiffened cylindrical shell 1n a very complete
way. FIUgge, Ref. (3) p. 76, presents the case of a shell
continuous over two spans. In the following direct use of
the equations derived by FIUgge, Ref. (3), is made. The
notation is changed to conform with the notation used in
the previous progress reports.
The membrane forces in a continuous shell, Fig. 3, under




The shear force S becomes zero for
L 5t 2 + 6(4+3v )R~
Xo = 8 1, 2 + 6( 1 + 1:» R~
At t:JEl mlddle and outer ribs, the S-forc8s




outer rib: S I = ... 2p(L-xo ) sinCJ (6)i=l.
The normal strain in circumferential direction is:
c OSc..:> ( 7)
2.) Loading of the ribs:
The membrane solution resulted in boundary shear forces S,
E~.(5)and (6~ and in normal strain £win circumferontial direction,
Eq. (7) ~ The di scontlnui ty caused by the Cw between the rib
and the shell has to be eliminated.
The shear forces S give the following loading condition:
From Eq. (5) and (6 )
S = S sinCJ
Where: Outer rib: rrl = - 2p(1,~o)
x=~




as given by (4)
Applying a string force Y at x = t and x = 0, the membrana
strains Cw may be eliminated in order to fUlfill the continuity
condition between shell and ribs The magnitude of Y 1s readily
determinad.* The strain twas function of T2 is:
- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - ~ -
* Ref. (5) gives a very complete treatment of the boundary
problem of ,::ylindrlca,l shells for the boundaries x = const.
- 5 -
T2 at the point of application of the string force Y 1s
(Ref. (2), Eq. (3»:
Where: b =effective width
SUbscript Y indicates that T2 1s taken
at the point of application of Y
The strain cwdue to Y is:
To eliminate the membrane strain cG.J' Y has to be: (Eqo (7)
and (9»
pRS Y
- cr COSGJ + '6Q = 0
Y = pRSb oOS(.J
Putting pRsb = Y
y = y coscJ (10)
In summary, the membrane solution of the shell has the
boundary forces S, Eq. (8) and Y, Eq. (10)0 Introduced in
the reversed direction they are the loads for the ribs.
As cross-section of the ribs the effective one is used to
take account of the interaction of rib and shell. (See Ref.
- 6 -
3.) Calculation of the arches ror dead load (sYmmetrical load case)
The arches in an actual structure are under the following
3 loads (compare Fig. 5).
Eq. (8)
a. ) Shear Porce: S = S- sine..>
Eq. (10)
b. ) String Force: Y = ? cose..;
c.) Dead load of the rib ( cross section of the rib only).
The ribs are analysed for the first two loads. The dead
load of the rib itself is not treated because this load does
not enter into the problem under investigation and in a general
design problem it will not offer any difficUltyo·
a.) Arches under shear forces S:
In Fig. 6ao) the statically determinate base system is
shown. The normal force No and the bending moment Mo in the
base system may be obtained by integrating the contribution
of the distributed shear load S that is applied by the shell.
If ~ is the angle at which No and Mo are determined, let
represent the shear load applied over an incremental
shell distance at any angle ~ between 0 andw (Fig. 6b). Then
c..>
No = - fSRS cos(w - Cot) d~
o
SUbstituting from Eq. (8), S =S sin~ and performing the
integratton,
1 -No = - 2 SRS W sin GJ (11)
~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - -
.. In the test the "dead load" was simulated for the shell only
as a uniform.ly di stributed "live load" acting over the entire
shell. See Fig. 2 and p. 31.
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Similarly, the contribution to the ni'oment Mo of incremental
shear load is SRSd~ multiplied by the moment arm
Ys - Re [1 - cos (CJ - (k~ as shown in Fig. 6b. The integrated
total of Mo then is,
w
Mo = -of SRS [Ys - Re(l-oos("" - <l<l] d~
sUbstituting as before and integrating,
The normal force N and the bending moment M in the arch are:
N = No - Hc c oaw
M = Mo + HeRe(l-cosw) + Mc
(13)
( 14)
The boundary condl tions for (J = GVk determine the reduntant s
He and Mc :
G.) =~ :
-,eMk
Where: Jk = horizontal displacement of the support
0k = rotation of the support
/(J = coefficient of elastic restraint*
Mk = moment M for CJ = W k
dk and 0k are found by means of the work equation.
Fig. 6c shows the virtual load system used to find the abov's
defortM tions.
For clk • l'vI 1 = - Re (cosGJ - COSWk) }. (15)
Nt = - cosw
For 0k M' = 1 } (16)N' = 0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -111- See Progress Report 2l3C, 5 ff.p.
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Applying the work equation
(" = [w Mds + (NfNdS() tI J. EA
dk and C1k are:
Eq.
(~.(eoo",- eoo"'k l) [
c.Jk
+of ~[eoo w(Heeoo'" - No >] R.de..>
Eq. 13, 14 and 16
WI<
0k = fir [Mo + HeR. (1..,,00"') + Me] R.d'"
o
Assuming EI and EA oonstant, the integration oan be performed:
+HeR~("'k"OO'1.: +h- t01n2<-\:-01n"1;)
+ ~ <h + ~ sln2 C0k >]ARe
113
+ 2Ok- 4sin2~ - sinYf6sin2"-k
~ eo02"\ + ~"'k01n2Wk]
2wk) (17)
0k ft; = Me'-1< + HeR.('-1< - 01n"\rl + SR,SR. [ (1- ~)("'k-01n"'k)
+ ~ "'k eo0"1.: - ~ 01n Wk ] (18)
Introducing in Eq. (17) and (18) the boundary conditions for




Me("'!ceosc..k - sln:"k) + HeRe l(c..i.:eosq" + t-'k - ~ Bln2'-i.:-s1n"-k)
I 1 1 1+ AR'~ (2""~ + 4' s 1n2CJk )
- r Ys 1 1 3 3
= - SRsRe l(l- n-;)(<"'kcoswk+zWk- t81n2kk-slnc.k) - f6Sin2~~~k'
cos' Wk +1l"1cs1n·<..i.: + i6 ~~ (sln2"'k - 2"'k eOS2"'!l:lj (191
Me' cJk+ iC 1 + HeRs[wk - sin c..Jk + iC (1-eos c.Jk1]
= - SRsRs [ (1- ~) ("'k - sin (J k+ iCc 1-eos Wk)) ~ wkeos Wk




Eq. (19) and (20) determine the redundants Mc and Hc for given
values of S and ~. The numerical example in Part II is an
illustration of the proceduree
b.) Arches under string force Y:
The base system is the Bame as under e.). The normal
force No and the bending moment Mo are readily determi~ed
from Fig. 6d:
- 10 -
SUbstituting from Eq. (10), Y = Y cose.;
No = - Y eose...>
Mo = - ys! cosCJ
(21 )
( 22)
The nornlal force N and the bending moment M in the arch
are:
N = No - RccosCJ (23)
M = Mo + HeRe (l-oos'0) + Mc (24)
The same boundary conditions as in case a.) hold e Using
. ~
a virtual load system as shown in Fig. 6c the work equation
gives the following expressions for Jk and 0k:
cJk
dk =[Ilf [- Re ( eooW - coo Wk )][ Mo + HeRe (l-ooeCJ) +
o c..>k
+ IlA 000 CJ( !leeoo '" - No) RedW
o
+ HeRe (1-000 CJ) + Me1RedCJ
Replacing No and Mo by Eq. (21) and (22) and as surning E1 and
EA constant, then:
~ Sk = Me (,,\:eo0"1.: -sin,,\:l + HeRe [( ,,\:eos<.k4"1.:- tsin2<..k -ein'i.:)
+ A~~+"'V tsin2 c.Jk )]
+ Y[YS(~cJk - ~ sin2W k ) + iJ;(~cJk+ hin2Wk)] (25)




The equations for the 2 redunants Mc and Hc have the final
form:
1.10 ("1<:0 oO~k -01n<.k ) + HeRe[(cJkeo°c.J k~ - ts1n2"1c - 01n"'k)
I I I ]
. + AR~ (~~,. sin2'-'k)
[
II Ill]
= - ? '18 (~- if s1n2,,\) + ARe (2~+'4si.n2c...k) (27)
Me (wk+iC I + HeRel«Jk-01n"'k+'iCll-eOO"'kI] = YoY(01n"'k+lCeo0'-k1 (28)
- EIWhere: Ie= R t
e
Y and t together with Eq. (27) and (28) determine the redundants
40} Calculation of the arches for anti-s~etrical load
Fig. 4 shows that uniformly distributed live load over
the half span can be thought of as a superposition of a
symmetrical and anti-symmetrical load.
For an anti-symmetrical load the structure undergoes
an anti-symmetrical deformation with regard to the center
line W= 0 (Fig. 7a). By replacing the action of the lef~
part of the structure on the right one by a simple support
(Fig. 7b) the conditions of the right part are not changed.
It is therefore sufficient to investigate the simplified
structure of Fig. ?b.
~he shell transmits the follOWing three loads to the
arches:
a 0) Shear Force: S = S sinw
- 12 -
be) String Force: Y = Y cos~
c.) Hori zontal Force F a. t c.J = 0
a.) and bo) are the same loads as explained under 2.},
Eqo (7) and (8). The horizontal load P is caused by the
sudden jump of the membrane T2-Forces at the center line
from c~lpression to tension. Fig. 7c illustrates the
situation. The free bodies 1 and 2 are acted upon on the
right side by the forces T2 • On the left side the T2-Forces
are zero. (Opposite situation for the free bodies 3 and 4.)
The bodies are kept in equilibrium by shear forces Fo The
opposite Forces F are acting on the ribs. The problem may
be simplified by replacing the action of the F-Forceson
the ribs by concentrated forces P at the end of the ribs.
St. Venant's principle justifies the procedure for sections
sufficiently far removed from the center line w= O. In
case of a rit;id cross beam at W= 0, the above simplific,ation
would coincide with the, actual situation.
The sum of the P-Forces is equal to the integral of
the T2-Forces over the cross section:
2PJ. + P2 = -2tT2
Basing the magnitude of PI and Pz on the zero point of the
membrane shear at Xo (see Eq. ( 4) ) , P:t and P2 are:-
PI = - (t -xo) , T2 = (t -xo)RSp }( 29)P2 = - 2Xo 'T = 2io RSp2
In the following the shear force S and the horizontal load P
will be treated as one load case eo), the string Force Y
as a second load case bolo
~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - -
* This procedure is an approximation only.
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ao) Arcl~s under shear forces S and horizontal loads P:
A statically determinate base system for the structure
in Figo 8a is shown in Fig. Sb. The condition for finding
the redundant reaction Vc is Jv = 0, ~V being the vertical
displacement of the arch at the center CJ = Oe
Normal ,force No and bending moment Mo in the base system
due to the action of Pare:
(No)p =: P coaw
Ys(Mo ) P = - PRe (1 - R - cos c..J)
Due to the shear force S, they are given by Eq. (11) and
(12). Combining the parts due to P and S the results are:
1No = P cosw -"2 "S'Rs CJ sin W (30)
y EJ - ~[ y S 1 jMo = -PRe(lT-co8GJ)+SRSRe (l-,r;)(l-eOS(.J)- ~wsinCJ (31 )
The normal force N and the bending moment M in the
arch are:
N = No + Vo sinw
M = Mo + YoRe sinW
( 32)
( 33)
The virtual load system for the determination of the
deflection dv (Fig. 80) causes the following normal force
and bending moment:
N' = sinw
M' = Re sinw
The application of the work equation for finding Jv
presents a special problem. For the work of the external
forces consists not only of the work of the virtual load
P' =1 times the displacament clv, but due to the elastic
restraint of the arch the moment at the abutment Mfc (in the
- 14 -
virtua.l load system) times the rotation of the abutment 0k
(in the actuAl load system) contributes to the external
Hence,
c...>k .
Jv + Mk 0k'= fir ResinW(Mo + VcRe s1nW)RedW
o CJ,(
+ [ h sinW(llo + Yesinc.»Redw
o
Making use of the ex:presslon p
worko
11k = Re sin wk
0k = -ICMk :: -1C(Mo + VeRa sinw)
= .1C[-PRe(l-~ -ooa'-'k) + SRsRa(l-~)(I-eOS~)
-t c.Jksin c.Jk ) + YeRa sin r..)k ]
and performing the integatlon bs replacing No and Mo by
Eqo (32) and (33), the expression becomes:
Jy -ICResinw k [ -PRe(l- ~ - eos"'k) + 1l'RSRe «1- ;;)(1-eosw1,l
1) ] F~ l (j Ys
GO 2' WkBin"-k + VcRe sin Wk = ~r • PRe \( 1- tr;)( 1--008 W1!)
- ~ sinS r..)k) + 1!FS He ( 1- ~)(1-oos <.J k - ~ sin" wkJ
1 1 1) 1 1
- 8' ( Wk - "'"k sin 2 WIt - 2Cos2 Wk 12) + '2VcRee '-1!- 2's1n2 Wk )
+ ~[~ P i 2 1 1"f R (., " i 2 1 , \ 1 )llIh i:: S n CV k - g oJ s wi! - "Vks n W k co ~cos2 L.Vk + !r11]+ ~c( W k - 2' sin 2W k )
The copditicn Jv = 0 leads to an expression for the redundant
... 15 -
[
1 1 - III )VcRe 2~- 481n2wk+lCsln2~+ AR:(2~-tSln2'-1t)
=PR. [( 1- ~)(l-eOS"'k)- ~S1na,,'J/ IC ( 1- ~) s1n<.J.:- is1n2"1J
- ~~ ~ S1na'-'k] -'S"RsR.[(l- ~)(l-eOS"-'k- is1na'-1r:;
1 1 1 -(j"'fs 1
- B( W2k-"ksln2'4c- ~os2~~)+ 1C,(l-lr;)(ainr.J.k- ~sin2c.J:k)
( 34)
-·EIWhere: C= If: IC
e
Eq. (34) gives the redundant Vc as function of the loads P
and S and of the coefficient of elastic restraint ~ •
b.) Arches under string force Y:
Taking the base system the same as in case a.) (FigQ 8b)
normal force No and bending moment Mo are identical with the
ones of 3, bo), p. 9:
No = - ? cosw
Mo = - Ys y cos w
( 35)
(' 36)
If the action of Vc is superimposed the actual Nand Mare
found:
N = ... y cosw + Vc sine.;
M = - YaY COBW + VcRe sinw
(37 )
( 38)
The work equation, using the virtual load system of a.)
(Fig. 8c), determines the vertical displacement dv at the
center. Again, the additional work of the virtual moment
Mk at the abutment is taken tnto· account:
Replacing
- 16 -Wk
Mk 0k =r~ ~eSin W( -YsY cos W + VcRe 8in G.) }Redw
o "' I(
+ Jibi .1nw( - Y co. W + Ve a1n GJ )RedW
;)
?lfk = Re sinwk
0k = -ICMk = - Ie (-:Is? coscJ k + VcRe sinc.Jk )
and integrating, the above expression takes the form:
JV - C ResinCJ k (-YsY cos Wk + VcRe sinGJ k )
R
2
[ 1 1 1 ]
= Ef - 2' YaYsin2W k + VcRe (2'Wk - '4 ain2Wk}
Re [ 1 . 1 1 ]+ ~ ""'2"1 sin2 "0 k + vc(2'Wk - '4 sin2 wk )
Introducing the condition dv = 0# the redundant Vc has
the final form:
[
1 I I 1, 1 1
VRe '2 Wk - "4 sin2 Wk+ Ie sin2 c.Jk+~2'-"k- 4'sin2 Wk)J
= ~ 'l[y••1n"W k + /( y••ln2 Wk+ ,Jr,;.ln" W k») (39)
Eq. (39) is B.n expression of the redunant Vc for the case
of an anti-symmetrical string force Y.
The different load cases treated under 3.) and 40} allow
the calculation of the normal forces B.nd bending momenta
in the stiffening ribs of the shell roof model for dead
load and uniformly distributed load over one half side
(p Ib/in2 of shell surface). The stresses are determined
by the well lmown formula
- 17 -
50} Deflection of the Arches
The calculation of the deflection of the arches does
not offer any new problemo The most suitable way 1s the
use of the work equation, placing a unit virtual load at
the point for which the deflection should be determined.
In Part II an illustrative example is given.
6 .. ) Approximate CalcUlation of the Shell Force
The disturbance of the membrane forces of the shell
due t·o the action of the ribs can be considered in an approxi-
mate, but nevertheless very accurate way (Ml moments and T2
forces)o The procedure was outlined in Ref. (2), p. 3.
The forces acting on the shell are:
1. Load q (dead load or live load on the shell)
2. String force Y, eliminating the normal strain
of the membrane solution, in the following part
called YE. (Eq. (10» ..
3. String force Y, due to the interaction between rib
and shell, called Ys • In Ref. (2) Ys was derived
{ Eq • (3 ), p.. 3)
Ys = bd<> s
where b =effective width
d = thickness of shell
( 40)
cr; :: normal stress in rib in the fiber.
of the connecting line rib-shell.
In summary, the membrane forces of the shell have to
be superimposed by the direct forces T2 and bending Moments MI ,
caused by the action of the string force Y :: YE + Ys • The
"- 18 -
latter problem was already treated extensively in Ref. (I)
and Ref 0 (2).
The above procedure does not hold in the edge-member
region or in a region where the load is discontinuous (for
example by half side live load around the center line tJ= 0)0
Part II: Numerical Analysis
The analysis of the model under simulated dead load
or live load over the half span (Fig. 2) is made in the
following steps:
1. Membrane solution, Eq. (1) to (4).
2. Loading of the ribs due to the boundary forces
S and Y of the shell, Eq. (8) and (10)0
3. S~etrical load case:
Eq. (19) and (20) and Eq. (27) and (28)
4. Anti-symmetrical load case:
Eq. (34), Eq. (37)
5. Dead load: Fiber stresses of the ribs
Shell Forces
6. Live load: Fiber stresses of the ribs
Deflection of ribs
Effective cross section of the ribs:
See Progress Report 2l3C (Ref. (2» for further explanation:
A~est: Approximate expression for c in case of live load
over the half span:
~ 5T 5~ *
c =4Wk =4 0 0.5866 = 60695
- ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - -
* See Fig. 12, where the stress uL has the variation of a
sine function of have-wave length of about c.J= 0045
c = 11 2 ~ 51/. In case of dead loadl' c and Aare still
-r o-;;I5" 4 W k
smallero
.. 19 ...
1= aVis' :: 60695 0 0 118108 = 0 .. 2213
The K-va1ues for the effectl ve width for .t= 0 are therefore
sufficiently accurate.
Ref .. ell, p .. 23 and Fig. 8:
Outer rib: J... =° }
(f3x) = 0
Middl e rib : J., = 0 }
(fx) = 00
K = 0 .. 3799
'K = 10520
Effecti va width:
Outer rib: b =K{Rd = 003799 ~ 108 .. 00118 = 10356 11














Re =108 0 926 in
T :::: 005356 i11;.4
T' (effective cross section)
Ratio r (rib only)
0.5356
:::: 003970 ==~




20113 - -- ---- - >-":-"~I-- -- - .... - -- - I- Centroid
Radius 'of effect1 ve rib-section
Moment of inertia
b =50425
A :::: 1 0 961 in2
Yu = 10382 in
YL =: 007308 in
Ys m 006718 in
Re = 108 0'731 .in
I = 0,,9204 in4
; //! ... '





I (effect! va cross sectton) 009204
Ratio I (rib only) = 004914 :::: 1084
List of prln6ipril dimensiortsand datas (Fig" 1)
Outer ribs: Radius RR =109006"
Height hR '= 2,,113"
Thickness bR':::: '00505 p
Angle Wk = 005866
Middle rib: Radius RR :::: 109.06" .
Height hR .- 20113"
,
~ Thickness bR = 00625"
Shell:
- 21 -
Radius RS = lQ8"
Thickness d = 0.118"
Distance between ribs t = 12"
q ::Loads: Dead load
Live load p =
8.222 1b/in2
40933 Ib/lil2
Measured support movements: Insignificant
1.) Uembrane solution:
t 51 2 ~ 6(4+3v)R~ _ 12
Eq. (4): X o = 8 t 2 + 6( 1+ V ) RS - "8 .
X =5.657"Q
Membrane forces (Eq. (1) to (3»~
Dead Load: q = 8.222 lb/ln2
5 • 122+6(4+3·003)10~
122 + 6(1+0.3)108 2
T2 = - qRs sinw :: - 8.222 0 108 sin!J= - 8,88 00. sin w
S = - 2q sinw(x - xo ) -= - 2 • 80222(x - 50657} slnW
:: - J.6.444 ex - 5,.657) slnC0
1,2 - 6 'V R~
8 222 122 122 - 6 • 0.3 • 1082
= • J cos W(r - 11.314i + - . =-::.---=----.;;:..:.:::~--=~-loS 4 122 + 6(1+003)1082
= 0007612 (? - ll.314x - 80238) cos <0
Live Load: p c 4.933 1b/ln2
T2 = - pRS cosw = -40933 • 108 cosCJ = -532.8 case.)
S :: - 2q sinw(x - xo) = -90866(x -:,ovo657) sinw
_ .lL -2 - - t 2 7. 2 - 6"0 R~
!1 - RS coaw (x - 2xox +"4 7,2 + 6(1+ D )R2S
= 0004568 (? - 110314x - 80238) cose..>
- 22 -
2.) Loading of the rihs due to. the boundary forces S and
Y of t he Shell
Shell.. Force,!:
S - Forces: Eq. (8) S :: S sinw
rr 1_ --:2p (t -xo ) = - 62.58 1b 11!!
x=?'













-2q(t - xo) :: - 2 • 8.222(12-5.657)
= - 104,,3 1b/ln
2qxo = 2 • 8.222 • 50657 = 93 .. 03 la/in
Eq .. 00 Y = Y cosw
Dead Load:
Outer rib: Yli=t :: qRsb1t =8«»222 .. 108 • 10356 =1204 1b/i!;!
Middle rib:
Y/x=o
:: qRsb = 80222 • 108 • 5.425 = 4817 1b/in
Live Load:
.
Outer rib: Yl- = qRsb = 4.933 • 109 • 1.356 = 722.4 1b/in,
x=t
Middle rib: 1'1_ :: pRSb :: 4.933 .. 108 .. 5.425 = 289Q. Ib/in
x=o
Forces~acting on the. ribs:
Taking the direction of Y and S acting on the rib positive
as shown in Fig.S (S positive if directed toward the abutments;
Y position if tension in the string, the loads on the ribs are:
~ ~ - - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - -
.. For calculation of b see p. 19 ..
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Dead load q
(q =8.222 1b/in2 )
1.iva load. p











Forces ~l and F2 (Eq. (29) »)( For live load only):
Outer ribs: PI = (t-xo)RSp = (12-6.657)108 P
= 685.0 p = 53.98 ~
Middle rib: P2 = 2XoRsp = 2 • 5,,657 • 108 p
= 1222 p c, 53.,98 S
3.) S]mmetrical load case (dead load)
a.) Solution of Eq. (19) and (20) for the redunants
Me and He:
List: Wk = 0.5866
sinw k :: 0.5535 326*
sln~~ = 0.3063 983
cos ~k = 0.8328 275
cos2Wk = 0.6936 016
sin2c.,'k := 0.9219 944 c082 Wk = 003872 033
outer rib: Middle rib:
Re =108.926 in Re :: 108.731 in :: 108.926 in.
RS = 108 in RS = 108 in
Ys = 0 ..8669 in Ys = 0.6718 in
I = 0.5356 in· I = 0.9204 in"
A =1.227 in2 A = 1.961 in2
I 10-5 I 10-5 ;;t 3.679 o 10-6ARia = 3.679 • AR a = 3.970 •
e e
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - -
* The different terms of Eq" (19) and (20) are small differences
of large numbers. Therefore 7 decimal places are taken.
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IBy taking the values Re and AR~ of the outer ribs for the
middle rib also, the calculation of.the outer and middle
ribs can be done simultaneously. The error involved for
the middle rib is insignificant.
Coefficient of elastic restraint:
IC= 2. t = 0.05
. Re
Using in Eq. (19) and (20) the above listed nQ~erical values,
they are written as:
(19) -0.064996 Me - 0.23695 He = 0.09793 ~
(20) 0.6366 Me + 4.5124 He = - 506554 S
The redundants are:
MC = 6.3050 S
He = -2.1428 S
b.) Solution of Eq. (27) and (28) for the redundan~~.andHc_
The calculations for the outer ribs and the middle rib
are made separately. The difference between the Ys of the
outer ribs and the middle rib entering Eq. (27) and (28)
are about 3~b. SUbstituting in Eq. (27) and (28) above
listed numerical values:
(27) -0.064996 Me - 0~23695 Hc = - (0.06280 Y8 + 0.00210) Y
(28) 0.6366 Me + 4.5124 He = 0.5952 Y8 Y
Outer ribs: Ys = 0.8669 in
Me = 0.9324 Y
!!.c = -o.0172q Y
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* ~ differs from the value chosen in Progress Report 213C,
Ref. (2). Possibly this is due to the difference in the
force distribution in the end region.
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Middle rib: Ys = 006718
Me = 0.7377 Y
He = -0001547 Y
4.) Ant1-aymmet~ical load case:
( 34) 8.5094 Ve = 1.8571 P - 2.9624 S
From p. 31 P =53.98 ~
Ve = 11.50 S
(11)
(12)
(39) 805094 Vc = 0.1763 Y8 Y
Ve = 0.02072 Y9 Y
Outer ribs: Ys =0.8669
Ve = 0001796 Y
Middle rib: Ys = 0.6718
Ve = 0.01392 1.
5.) Dead Load: q = 8.222 lb/in2
e..) Bibs.:
Normal force N and bending moment M in the ribs:
Eq. (13) and (14)
N = No - He eo 8W
M = Mo + HeRe (1-oos <..») + Me
Loading by shear forces S:
1No = - 2 ~RSc.J sinu
- [ys 1 JMo = SRsRe (1- Jr;)( 1-coB W) - ~sinCJ
po 24 He = -2.1428 S
co 26 -
Loading by string forces Y:




From po 24 and 25
Outer ribs: He = -0.01725 Y
M,.. = 0.9324 Y
...
Middle rib: He = -0.01547 Y
Me = 0.7377 Y
Loading forces Sand Y:
From p" 21
Outer ribs: S = 12.69q
Y = 146.4 q
Middle ribs: ~ =22.63 q
Y=585~9 q
Total He and Mo :
Outer ribs:
He = "~o1428 'S' - 0.01725 Y = -29072 q
M = 603050 ~ + 009324 ? = 216.5 qe
Middle rib:
He = -~o1428 S .. 0.01547 Y = -57.,55 q
Me = 6.3050 S + 0.7377 Y = 57409 q
All nocessary calculations to find the normal force Nand
the bendine moment M due to dead load q =8.222 lb/in2 are
shown in Tables I and II. The fiber stresses GU and GL
N M
are calculated by using the well known formula ()= A~ I Yo
Fig. 11 is a. graphical representation of the anslytical
results., For comparison the test. results are also plotted.
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b.) Shell Forces for (.J:::: 0:
Knowing ()u and l3J:."
()s = ()L - 0.028 { ()L - G"u) rio
Eq. (40) \ :::: bd Us
For center line W:::: 0:
Outer rib:
Middle rib:
()s = 409 .6 Ib/in2
b :::: 1.356"
Y =1.356 • 00118 0 409.6 = 65.54 lb.s
~ = -1126.8 Ib/ln2
b :::: 5.425"
Y = -5.425 • 00118 4) 112608 = -72103 lb.
s
The above force and the Y-force introduced in order to
eliminate the circumferential strain cware superimposedo
From po 20:
Outer rib: Yc =1204 1b.+
Middle rib: Yc: = 4817 lb.
Total Y-Forces: Y - Y + Y
- s c
Outer ribs:. Y = 65.54 + 1204 = 1270 lb.
Fiddle rib: Y = -721.,3 + 4817 = 40961bo
In ~able V the numerical calculation of the TZ and Ml
is made. The procedure 1s exactly parallel to the one
explained in Ref. (2), p. 17, 6. Fig. 13 is a eraph of the
analytical and experimental results.
6.) Live load over the half-snan: p = 4.933 lb/in2
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - ~
• See Ref~(2~ p. l~ ~ and GL are taken from Table II,
column ~, ~ and ~J ~.
+ On p. 20 the Y is given without the SUbscript •
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ac) Rib!]:
The load is split in a symmetrical load ~
and an anti-symmetrical load ~ ¥ (as shown in Fig. 4).
The symmetrical load case is identical to the
case of dead load. The dead load q has to be replaced by
the live load ~.
The anti-symmetrical load case' requires a separate
treatment. The normal force N and the bending moment M in the
ribs are given by Eq. (32) and (33):
N = No + Vc slnCJ
M = Mo + VcRe sinw
Loading by shear forces S:
1 -(30) No=Pcosw -2"SRs wsinw
(31) Mo = -PRe(l- ~ - cos w) + SRsRe [( 1- ~)( l-oos'" ) - ft '" Sinu ]
From po 21: P = 53098~
No = (53.98 cos w - 54 ws1nw)~
Mo = [-53098 (1- ~ - COS'W )+108(1- ~)(l-COSW)
- ft W sin '-0) ]ReS
po 24: Vc = 11060 ~
Loading by string forces Y:
( 35) No = -y cosw
( 36) Mo = -YaY cosw
po 24:
Outer ribs: Vc = 0.01796 Y
Middle rib: Vc =0001392 Y
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In Table III the
Vc == 11.60 S + 0001796 Y = 149 .. 6 ~.
Vc 11 .. 60 S + 0001392 - .E= Y = 27007 2
calculations for the normal force N and
the bending moment M are made. By superposition of the
symmetrical and the anti-symmetrical load case for the load
¥ (p is the live load), the case of the live load p over
the half span is found (Table IV). The fiber stresses au
and csrJ are found in the usual ws.y (Table IV).. Fig .. 12










= 00695= 119.6 = = 11906
1,1' = RtHe ( sin uk + sin w ) ~ = RrRe ( sin c...)k ... sinw)• 7.
N! = RI,sine.) N' = ... Rr sinwr




J - f~MdS [NINdS- .~ + ';A
-CJk -""\
Numerical approximation:
The length of the interval !Js 1s constant between (J = .:t 0 0 5796.
The intervals at" the two ends are shorter. At the center
line cJ = 0 the normal force N and the bending moment IvT are
discontinuous. For the sunnnatlon the above mentioned points
have to be considered.
Path (..) l~ s l:M'M I L N' N I .1 s ~ M' MILs [;~ ' N
I
"05866 to "'05796 00762" 318 105 0 7 242 8005
-.5796 to ~5796 60318" 114,305 273 02 722ji1'79 1'72601
05796 to 05866 00762" .. 704 2.1 =0 536 le6
b0 12 Eo ~ I £Mul t1p11er 2 2 2
~ = 40933 = 2.466 1b/ln2~ 2
I = 005356 In~





Denection at the location of dial @and@('Pig. 10)
E = 29.5 0 106 Ib/in2
\' 722,674· 20466 = 0 1128 1
0= 29.5 • 106 • 0.5356 • no
Comparison to test results:
The following deflections were measured:
Dial ~:
Dial (!r:
d= 0.1199 in ..
d= 0.0987 in.
The average of Dials @ and ® is 0.1093 inches as compared
with the theoretically determined value of 0.1128. The
ae;reement is excellent, t.he differfJnce in Dials ® and ®
presumably being due to varia~ion in model dimensions.
Part III: Experimental Investigation
10) Des~rlptlnn of Model and Test Set-up
The same model as described in Progress Report 213C
(Ref .. (2» was used. The loads were applied by means of
so called lltension pads'+ developed during the wqr by
Martin Aircraft Corp. for the testing of aeroplaneso Figo
15 is a photograph of the mounting of the pads"
The tension pad consists of a steel plate 5 x 5 X 1/8 11 ,
with a centrel hole to which a 3ptm8e rubber layer of I"
_ _ ~ _ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ _ c _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ ~ _ _ _
... From symmetry condi tions, Dial @ and Dial ® should have the
same deflections.
+ Tension pads are manufactured by the Fo G. Schenuit Rubber
Company, Baltimore, Maryland.
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thickness is glued. The pad is glued to the object to be
tested by a special process. A tensile load applied through
a pin and a spherical washer to the center hole of the
steel plate 1s uniformly distributed over the corresponding
model area of the pad hy the rubber.
Pilot tests made with rubber pads (Fig. 14) showed a
very uniform distribution of the load. The increase in the
shell stiffeness, due to the tension pads was negligible.
The ultimate carrying capacity of a pad was fClmd to about
2100 lb. (84 lb/in2 of pad). At 1200 lb. the steel plate
of the pad started to deform plastically ..
Eighty pads were fixed to the lower side of the shell
as seen in Fig. 2 (also Fig~ 17). Through a system of levers
and equalizers 8 pads weI'''' cmnbined into a single loading
unit. The load was produced by water buckets hanginG on
the end of a lever arm of an advantage 1 to 10. F1ig. 16
gives ,an overall view of the test set-up ..
The 8Dplied load was very Uhiformly distributed over
the area of the pada. But, as Pig. 2 may show, this load
did not cor!'espond to a uniform di stribution over the entire
shell surface as assumed in the theoretical analysis. The
influence of this discrepancy will be discussed under point 4.
As recording devices SR-4 electrical strain gages and
dial deflect1.nn gages wer f ) u~,ed (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10), a.s
described already in Progress report 213C, p. 19.
2.) Test Procedure:
Plastic flow, due to residual welding stresses and cold
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rolling in fabricating the model, were eliminated by loading
the model several times by loads 10 to 15% higher than
the loads in the actual tests (See Ref. (2), p. 20).
"Dead load" was produced by 10 loads of 250 lb. each
(water buckets), applied to the lever arm of 1 to 10 advantage.
Eight pads were uniformly loaded up by one load. The total
load on the model was 10 • 10 • 250 = 25,000 lb. or per one
d 25,000 tpa 80 = 312 0 5 lb. This corresponds approximately a a
25,000 I 2
uniformly distributed load q = 24 • 126.' = 8.222 Ib in ,
which figure was used in the theoretical analysis.
"Live load ll over the half span required the loading
of all pads on the right side of the center line. Five loads
of 150 lb. each gave a total of 5 • 10 • 150 = 7500 lb. each.
7500Each pad carried~ = 187.5 lb. The approximate uniform
7500
live load, used for the theoretical analysis, was p = 24 e 6303S
= 4.933 Ib/in2 •
The readings were taken at the "zero load" (an initial
load of about 70 lb. on each lever was applied to set the
whole loading system) and at the "load" (250 lb. for J1dead
load", 150 lb. for "live load" on each lever respectively) 0
No intermediate readings were taken. The procedure was
repeated once, allowine a check of all readingso Very close
correspondence between the 2 sets of readings were made.
30) Test ReSUlts:
As test reSUlts the mean of the 2 sets of readings
are recorded. They are tabUlated in Appendix to Progress
Report 2l3-D "Test Results for Simulated Dead Load and Uni-
formly Distributed Live Load over the Half-Span on a Model
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of an Arch Roof".
On the basis of the test readings the experimental
fiber stresses u and DL of the ribs were worked out.
u .
Shell forces T2 and moments M1 for the center'line w= 0
in case of dead load are also conlputedo
4.} Comperison between Test Results and Analysis:
Before making a comparison, it 1s of advantage to
recall the simpliflng assumptions made in the theoretical
analysis.
10 The action of the edge"'!11smber at w= + W k is
approximately taken into account by a coefficient
of elastic restraint ~ for the ribs (see Ref. (2),
p. 5; this report p. 7). No exact stUdy of the
edgeamember problem was made.
2. The effective width of the ribs was determined by
assul'ning the shell moment 1.12 and Poisson's ratio V
equal to zero (Ref. (1), p. 6). The influence
of the param.etl3T' A(force distribution factor)
was disregarded in calculating the effective width
(s ee p. 21).
3. The shell forces T2 and moments r\ for the case of
dead load at the center c...> = 0 were computed by an
approximate procedure. (See p. 17 and 26}0
4. The torsional stiffeness of the ribs, were disregarded.
5. The dimensions of the model are assumed to agree
perfectly with those shown on the draWing whereas
minor deviations are :~novm to exist.
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due to tbe assumption of the horizontal 1080ds P; c~used by
the di.scontinui ty of the T2-i"orces in the membrane sclution
( Fig. 7c).. Tbe problem is further disc\1ssed on page 12"
It may be seen, that the influence of the above assumption
1s of local character only, as can be ex;:;ected on the baiJis
of de st. Venant's principle.
The check of the deflections at the location of the
dials @ and ® (see po 30) is wi thin the usual expel~imental
acc;J.racyo
50) Relation between the Model and an Actual Structure
This point is discussed in Refo (2), po 23 to 250
Anticipating what was already said there, the following
table gives a comparison betw'?en the stresses and the
deflection of the Model and structure.
n 1s the scale factor between Model and Structure
Model
Material Steel
ModUlUS of Elasticity T.;'!wMod
Gi ven Relati ons:
Length
'tN-od ( in)
Load per unit area Pr"od (Ib/in
a
.)
Stresses G;,lOd ( lb/in2 )
Deflections dMOd .( in)
't St = n " 1,!Viod
p". = PModut
DSt = (fMod
dSt = n EMod JJ\'IOd~
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"Dead Load": Pig. 11 is a graph of the experimental and
theoretical results for the fiber stresses in the ~.
The discrepancy between test and analysis may be better
understood by keeping in mind the following 2 points:
1. In general, the stresses are rather small (compare
Fig .. 11 to the stresses for live load on Fi'g. 12) G'"
20 In case of dead load, the line of thrust (parabola)
is very near to the middle line of the ribs (circular
shape) .. A small deviation of the actual shape of
the li:iddle line from the assuJned theoretical one
(circle) may lead to already considerable chan~e
in the bending moments. Fractions of an inch are
sufficient to produce this effect. It is believed,
that this latter point may explain sufficiently the
observed discrepancy.
The experimental and theoretical shell forces T2 and
bending moment Ml are in fairly good agreement considering
the highly complicated nature of the stress distribution.
(Fig. 13).
l~ive Load": Test and theory agree fairly well for the
fiber stresses G"""u and ()L of the !'~ (Fig. 12) e In case
of live load over the half span the line of thrust is far
from the rdddle line of the r:i.bs. The bending moment cloes
not ShOVl the high sensitivity for a small variation of the
shape of tt'le rr.iddle line as exhibited in case of dead load.
The discolitinui ty of the stresses at the center w = 0 is
- ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -
... The scale of the two graphs was held constant in order
to allow B. better comparisone
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Exam.ple:
Given: Shell roff (e.g. Rapid City)
Scale factor n = 30
Loads: Dead load q = 8.222 Ib/ln 2 -a
Live load p = 4.033 Ib/in2
Stresses: The stresses of the model and the structure are
equal at the corresponding points. The above
load in terms of square feet are:
Dead load (of shell only): q = 1184 lb/ft 2
Live load: p = 710.4 lb/ft2
For any variation in the loads, the stresses have to
be changed proportionally.
Deflections: The deflections of the structure will be
EMod
n •~ times greater than the deflection
St
of the original. For other loads, the
deflection have to be varied proportlonally.
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
* Dead load as far as the weight of the shell itself is
concerned. The weight of tne ribs was not taken into
accotlnt (See p. 6).
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Conclusions
The present report gives a method for the analysis of
an Arch Shell Roof Construction under dead load and uniformly
distributed li ve load over the half span. The method is
straightforward and suitable for actual design applications.
The problem of the edge-member disturbance was not studied.
This problem is of local character in the present type of
structures.
Tests, perfor~med on the model, verified the proposed .
analysis.
'rAf[JE I
lJor'TIa1 Force No and bend iIle; mo:nent Mo
of the rib in tho base system
a.) Under shear fOI'CO S b.) Under string force Y
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Eq.?ll)
-------
O. 00 I. 00 - o.
.0580 00579 6r; .9983 18 "OOlG 82 .18
.1159 01156 41 .9932 91 .0067 09 .72
.1739 017~)0 ~;5 ·.9849 17 00150 83 - 1063
.,20H) 0~;298 27 09732 31 .0267 69 - 2 • .38
.2898 02857 61 0958~'S 01 .,0416 99 - 4.47
03478 03408 30 09401 25 .0598 75
-
6040
.4057 .. 3946 G2 .9188 26 00811 74
-
8.65
.46~~7 0 4472 60 of3944 04 01055 96 -11.20
.5216 04982 68 .8670 23 .1329 77 -14.0~5
.5796 .54'76 3\::) ,,8366 82 01633 18 -17.14
.,b86G 055;Sfi 33 .8328 28 .lC)71 72 -17053
--._,~.-- .._..._-,_._------ ... -_._--
I'.Tul ti pI ier S
..-
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Dead load: q = 80222 Ib/in2
no) Outer riht1: Ys = 008669"
S := 12069 q
Y .., 14604 q
yY ::::: 1~;6 09 q, s
F' ;:: .... 29072 q
··c
11Jf "- 21605 q
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H~R(:> ' •.- -;5237 q
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TABI,E II (Dead1oadjl cant I d)
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· TABLE II (Dead load, conti d)
be} Middle rib: Ys = 006718"
S = 22.63 q
"l = 585.9 q
Ys'1 = 39306 q
Hc = -67.55 q
Mc' = 574.9 q

























































































































MUltiplier q q q q q q q q q
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TABLE II (Dead load, cont'd)
Fiber stresses in the middle rib: (lb/ln2 )
8 .. 222
= 10961 = 4.193
6.528
9.. 8.222
IYu = 0.9204 1 •382 =12.35
~ 8.222
AYL = 009204 0.7308 =
CD @ @ @ @ @
w N M M Y (}u C)LA r Yu r L
=@-t ~u ~L =@-@ ~
00 -2215 2239 1184 -4454 -1031
00580 -2229 2075 1097 -4304 -1132
01159 -2269 1602 847 -3871 -1422
.1739 -2337 878 464 -3215 -1873
.2319 -2429 0 0 -2429 --2429
.2898 -2547
- 911 - 481 "'1636 -3028
.. 3478 -2690 -1676
- 886 '""1014 -3576
.4057 -2856 -2091 -1105
- 765 -3961
.4637 -3045 -1929 -1020 collI 6 -4065
.5216 -3252 - 913 - 482 -2339 -3734
.5796 -3480 1254 663 -4734 -2817
05866 -3509 1609 851 -6118 -2658
1b/in2 lb/in2
TABLE III
Anti:-s.:~:,netr1ca1 load ca~: (load p)
a .. ) . No~na1 Force No and bending moment Moor the rib in the
base system.
I.} Under shear force S ~~d horizontal load P
= 53098 rrp
Ya









- o. 53 .. 98 53 .. 98
'.. 0580 ,,18 53 .. 98 53.71
..1159
-
.72 53 .. G2 52.90
,,1739 - 1.63 53.16 51 .. 53
02319 .- 2 ..88 52 ..53 49,,'65
.. 2898 - 4 .. 47 ·51 •.'73 47.26
.3478
- 6040 50.75 44.0D
.. 4057 ... 8 .. 65 49.60 40.95
.. 4637 -11.20 48 .. 28 37008
.5216 -14 0 03 46 .. 80 32077
.5796 -17.14 45.17 28.03
.5866 -1'7.53 44.95 27 .. 42








. r~.1'; C> 7.4to 1.1 .~:;









~3013 735 0 5
-38.79 914.1
-41.06 936 .. 7
~ ~

TABLE III (Antl-s~mnetrlcal load case" cont'd)
eo) Middle rib: Ys = 0 .. 6718" Ve = 270 .. 7 P
~ = 220G3 P VeRa = 29433 P
Y = 585.9 p
Ys'? = 393 .. 6 P
CD @ (§ @ @ @) @ @) ®
w (No) s { No>y Voslnw N (Mo )S (Mo)y VoRaBinw M
=@)orr =@y @Vc ~ =@..rr ~Y8~ :@YoRe ~ I
0" 1222 -585 ..9 00 63601 1059 ""393.6 0 665 ~O'l
,,0580 1215 ""684 .. ') 15 .. 59 64-5,,9 831 -392 .. 9 1'706 2144
.. 1159 1197 -68200 31 .. 29 646 .. 3 156 -391 .. 0 3404 3169
01739 1166 ""677.1 46 .. 84 635 .. 3
-
971 -387 .. 7 5093 3734
.2319 1124 -670 .. 2 62 .. 21 61600 - 2530 -3t33 ..1 6765 3852
.. 2898 1069 ""661.5 77.36 584 .. 9 - 4503 -;377 .. 2 8 i.Hl 3531
03478 1004 00650.8 92 .. 25 545 .. 5 - 6945 -370 .. 0 10032 2717
.4057 927 -638 .. 3 106 .. 8 ·495.5 <= 9873 =361 .. 5 11616 1381
.. 4637 809 -624.0 121 ..1 436 ..1 -16282 -35200 13164 - 470
.5216 742 m{S08 .. 0 134.8 368.8 -17169 -341.3 14666 ....2844
.5796 634 -490.2 148 .. 3 292.1 -21564 -329.3 16120 «>5773
65866 621 -487,,9 149 .. 8 282.9 -'22128 -328 .. 0 16292 -6164
MUltiplier p p p p p p p p
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TABLE IV
Live load: p=4.933 Ib/ln2
-£ 4.933 0 D 4.93:~ 0.9259a. ) Outer ri be: 2A =2.454 = 2.01 2I YL =1.0712
= 4.2G4
....E. _ 4.933 1 ..186 =5.4622I Yu - l .. O712
CD @ @ ~ @ @ @ @N M ~L G"""u GJ..w A rYu
~~ =@fA: ~Yu ~YL =@-@ =@+@
-0.5866 -628 .. 5 3586 -1263 19587 15291 -20850 140°8
- .5796 -630.2 3347 -1267 18281 14272 -19548 13005
- .5216 -042.6 1589 -1292 8679 6775 - 9971 5483
- .,4637 -652.9 193 -1312 1054 823 - 2366
-
489
- .4057 -661.4 -871 -1329 - 4757 - 3714 3428 - 5043
- .. 3478 -667.1 -1617 -1341 - 8832 - 6895 7491 - 8236
- .2898 -670.7 -2054 -1348 -11219 - 8758 9871 -10106
- .2319 -672.1 -2210 -1351 -12071 - 9423 10720 -10774
- .1739 -671.2 ....~119 -1349 -11574 - 9035 10225 -10384
- .1159 -670.2 -1784 -1347 - 9744 - 7607 8397 - 8954
- .0580 -662.9 -1201 -1332 .. 6560 - 5121 5228 - 6453
~. -655.3 - 377 -1317 - 2059 - 1608 742 - 2925
0 .. 42109 557 848 3042 2378 - 2194 3226
.0580 425.3 1367 855 746'7 5829
- 6612 6684
.1159 420.0 1908 844 10421 8136 - 9577 8980
.1739 400.0 2181 804 11913 9300 -11109 10104
.2319 371.9 2194 748 11984 9355 -11236 10103
02898 3330'7 1962 671 10716 8366 -10045 9037
.3478 285 ..1 1463 573 7991 6238
- 7418 6811
.4057 227.2 685 457 3741 2921 - 3284 3378
.4637 159.9
- 355 321 - 1939 .. 1514 2260 - 1193
.5216 84.2 -1649 169 .. 9007
- 7031 9176 - 6862
.. 5796 0 -3199 0 -17473 -13641 17473 -13641
.5866 .. 10 .. 7 -3404 .. 22 -18593 -14515 18571 -1453'7
MUlt1p11er i- -l- 1b/in2 Iblin2
- 48 -
TABLE IV (Live load, cont'd)
b. ) P = 4.933 1b/ln2 fu 4.933Middle rib: 2I U = 1.84081 • 382 = 30703
.E... 4.933 ~ 4.9332A = 3.922 = 1.258 21 L = 1.84080.7308 =1.958
0 @ @ @ @ @ @ @
N M N M M crLW A r Yu r YL Uu
~ =<@+@ =®!A ~u ~L =@.-@ =@1@
- .5866 -1120 6294 -1409 23307 12324 -24716 10915
- .5796 -1122 5875 -1411 21755 11503 -23166 10092
- .5216 -1144 2770 -1439 10257 5424 -11696 3985
- .4637 -1162 314 -1462 1163 615 - 2625 - 847
- .4057 -11'17 -1550 -1481 - 5740 - 3035 4259 - 4516
- .3478 -1187 -2853 -1493 -10565 - 5586 9072 - 7079
- 02898 -1192 -3605 -1500 ""13349 - 7059 11849 - 8559
- .2319 -1195 -3852 -1503 -14264 - 7542 12761 - 9045
- .1739 -1193 -3663 -1501 -13564 - 7172 12063 - 8673
- .1159 -1187 -3039 -1493 -11253 - 5950 9760 - 7443
- .0580 -1177 -1976 -1481 - 7317 - 3869 5836 - 5350
-0. -1164
- 484 -1464 - 1792 - 948 328 - 2412
o. 108 846 136 3133 1656 - 2997 1792
.0580 114 2312 143 8561 4527 - 8418 4670
.1159 105 3299 132 12216 6459 -12084 6591
01739 79 3805 99 14090 7450 -13991 7549









- 121 9557 5054 - 9678 4933
.4057
- 186 1212 -234 4488 2373 - 4722 2139
.4637
- 290 - 626 - 365 - 2318 - 1226 1953 - 1591
.5216
- 407 -2918 - 512 -10805 - 5713 10293 - 6225
.5796
- 538 -5671 - 677 -21000 -11104 20323 -11781
.5866 - 554 -6034 - 697 -22344 -11815 21647 -12512
MUltiplier tr ~ 1b/in2 1b/in2
TABLE V
Dead load: Shell farces T2 and moments Ml at the




Y = 4096 lb.
'1'9. - Forces: (lb/1n)
Ix=12" 11 " I 10" I 9" 7,,5 11 6" 4.5 rr I 3" 2" I 1" 0"
Youter 93602 604 c O 331 .. 6 138 .. 8 - 15 Q 7 - 61,,3 ( -60.0) - 33.0 ( -20.0) (-10.0) -~
Ymidd1e -.-Jd-;l" ( - 10.0) ( -20.0) - 31.5 ( 0.0) 16.8 130.3 335 ..1 510.0 675.0 75409
T2-Memb • -888.0 -88800 -888 .. 0 -888.0 -888.0 -888.0 -888.0 -888 ..0 -888.0 -888.0 -888.0
-- 1-13301T2 4802 I -294.0 -576.4 I -780 0 7 -903.7 -932.5 -807.7 -686S:: -398,,0 -223 .. 0
-.
M1 - Moments: (in ...1b/1n)
~uter 0 7 .. 951 10.262 9 .. 435 6.048 2,,798 ( -1.000) -0.204 ( -0.100) ( -0.050)~
1ddle ~ (0.250) ( 0.500) 0.750 ( 2.000) 3 .. 940 5.308 3 .. 793 ~o832 -10,,179 -25.719
M1 0 8.201 I 100762 100185 8.048 6.738 4.308 30589 -0.932 -10 .. 229 -25.719
Note: ( ) numbers are interpolated
-
~ numbers are neglected
TABLE VI
Live load: Deflection of outer ribs 'at location of
dials 3 and 4: R~ = 0 .. 305 sinwk = 0.553-5
Rr = 0 .. 695 Re = 108 ..926
CD @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @
c....:> sine..> sinc....k!:sincJ @<~Re* ~~* M N M' ~t NIN ~'M INfN2 2







.. 5535 00 o. - .169 3586 -628.5 0 106.2 0 53.1
- ,,5796 - .5477 .0058 .19 - .167 3347 -630 .. 2 636 105.2 318 52,,6
- 05216 - .. 4983 .0552 1.83 - .152 1589 -642.6 2908 97.7
- .4637 - .4473 .1062 3.53 - .136 193 -652.9 681 88.8
- .4057 - .3947 .1588 5.28 - .120 - 871 -661.4 - 4599 79.3
- .3478 - ,,3408 .2127 7.07 - .104 -1617 -667.1 -11432 69.4
- .2898
-
.2858 .2677 8.89 - .0R'7 -2054 -670.7 -18260 58.4 I
- 02319 - .2298 .3237 10.75 - .. 070 -2210 -672.1 -23758 47.0 C1l
.1739
- ..1730 .3805 12.64 - .053 -2119 -671.2 -26784 35 .. 6 0..,
- .1159
-
.1156 .. 4379 14.55
- .035 -1784 -670.2 -25957 23.5
- ,,0580 - .0580 .4955 16.46 - .018 -1201 -662.9 -19768 11.9
-0. -0. .5535 18.38 -0. - 377 -655.3 - 6929 0 .. -3465 o.
o. 0 .. ..5535 18.38 o. 557 421.9 10238 o. 5119 0
00580 ,,0580 .6115 20 .. 31 .018 1367 425 .. 3 27764 7 .. 7
.1159 .1156 .6691 22.23 .. 035 1908 420,,0 42415 14.7
.1739 _~ _01730 _~__--!-726Q____ 21.13 ___ ,_0.5.3___ 2181 __ 400.0_ ._ 52628 _ __ m~2 __~
--~2319
.2298 .3237 24.50
- .160 2194 371.9 53753 - 59.5
.. 2898 02858 .2677 20.26 - .199 1962 333.7 39750 - 66.4
.3478 .3408 .. 2127 16010 - .23'7 1463 28501 23554 - 67.6
,,4057 ,,3947 .1588 12.02 - 0274 685 227.2 8234- - 62.3
.4637 ,,4473 .1062 8.04
- .311 - 355 159 09 - 2854 - 4907
.5216 .4983 .. 0552 4.18
- .346 -1649 84 .. 2 - 6893 - 29.1
.5796 .5477 00058 .44 - 0381 -3199 0 - 1408 0 - 704 o.
.. 5866 ..5535 o. 0 .. - .385 -3404 - 1007 0 4c.l 0 2.1
MUltiplier ~ £ ~ £ £ ~2 2 2
it Upper value from c...>= -005866 to 0 ..1739.
Lower value from w= 002319 to 0 .. 5866 ..
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De a d Loa d: Cas e 11 rep Ia c i n9 P/2 by q
Live Load over Half Span: Case I + Case2
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p due to the load P
a due to the shear force S
S refers to Shell
R refers to Rib
u refers to upper fiber of rib
1. refers to lower fiber of rib
c due to the membrane strain Ew
Roman Alphabet
A cross section area
bR widbh of rib
c:: 2'lr' coefficient as given in Progress Report 21:3-B
~
d thickness of shell
E modulus of Elasticity
HC horizontal thrust of middle or outer ribs
h distance between the two outer ribs of the shell: 21
h R height of rib
I moment of inertia
K
l
coefficient determlni~g the effective width, see Progress
Report 213-B, Eqo ( 41), (42) and Fig. 8
distance between the ribs, Figo :3
bending moment of the rib (effective section)
bending mcment of the rib at the center, c.):: 0
bending moment of the rib at the spring1 ng line, Q:: c.Jk
bending momen t of the rib in the statically determinst e
base system
Ml bending moment per unit width of the shell in axial
direction
M2 bending moment per unit width of shell in circumferential
direction
M' bending moment used in the work equation due to the virtu-
el load system
~k virtual bending moment of the rib at the springing line,
w:: c...\
Mi virtue 1 bending mrmemt of the rib on the left side of the
virtual load P' = 1, po 29·
Mf virtual bending mnment of the rib on the right side of the
virtual load P' = 1, ~o 29
N normal force in the rib (effective section)
No normAl force of the rib in the statically determinate base
system
N' normal force used in the work equation due to the virtuel,.
load system
Nt virtuel normal force cf the rib on the left side of the
~irtuel load P' ~ 1, po 29
N' virtual normal force of the rib on the right side of the
r
virtual load P' = 1, p. 29
p load per unit area on the shell, in the numerical example
used as live loed per unit area
P,Pl ,P2 horizontal forces due to anti-symmetrical IDoading,ect=
1ng on the ribs at the center, c.J::: 0, see po 12 and EO G (29 )
q dead load per unit area of' the shAll
Re radius of the effective section of the rib
RS radius of the shell
SY
radius of the rib
reaction of the left support in the virtual load system
of p. 29
.readtion of the right support in the virtual 10ad system
of po 29
tangential shear force per unit width of the shell
coefficient of the tehgential shear S, defined by Eqo (8)
normal force per unit width of shell in axial direction
normal force per unit width of shell in circumferential
direction
vertical reaction at the center, w: 0, in the anti-sym-
metrical load case
coordinate in axial direction g Fig. 3
distance from the middle rib at which the membrane she~
force S becomes zero, Fqo (4) and Fig. 7
string force as given in Progress Report 2l3-B, po 7 and
Fig. 4
coefficient of the string force Y, defined by Eqo (10)
distance bewteen the lower fiber of the rib rnd the cen-
troid of the effective section; see sketches po 19 end 20
dist~nce between the centroid of the effective section
end the middle surface of the shell; see sketches p. 19
and 20
yu distance bewteen the upper fiber ('f the rib end the cen-
troid of the effective section; see sketches p. 19 and 20
•
Greek Alphabet
at: angule,r coordlnate g as used in Fig. 6
coefficient depending nn shell dimensions, Prngress
Report 213-B, Eqo (10) to (14)
J vertical deflection of the ribs, used in the numerical
\
example for the deflection at the location of the dial
gages @ and @
dk horizontal displacement of the abutments, Fig o 6c
Jy vertical deflecticn at the center in the anti-symmetrical
loed case, Fig. 8b
E strB in
c strain in the circumferential direction slong the con~Cow
necting line of rib end shell
~ coefficient of elastic restraint of the rib (effective
section) by the abutment
{C ~ EI K:
Re
A: c I~ coefficient depending on shell dimensiQns and force
R
distribution, Progress Report 213-B, po 24
~ Pnisson's ratio
Gi stress in the lower fiber of the rib
~ normal stress in the rib in the fiber of the connectin~
line rib-ahell
~ stress in the upper fiber of the rib
w angular coordinate in circumferential direction, Fig o 3
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